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I. Introduction

American legal scholars make publication decisions in a unique but under-studied fashion. As it is widely known, law professors publish most of their work in generalist (called “flagship”) and specialized (called “secondary”) law reviews, all of them nested at law schools and run by law students. Law schools, in turn, make hiring and tenure decisions based on where authors publish. Although hiring and tenure decisions are based on publications, and courts turn to legal publications in their judgments, little is known about legal scholars’ decision-making criteria in choosing where to publish.

This anomaly of American legal academia, compared with other disciplines and legal scholarship in other countries, has generated substantive commentary. However, there is one key aspect that the literature has largely overlooked. Most authors decide which journal to publish in based on the publishing law school’s ranking more than they do on metrics widely used in other disciplines, particularly impact factor (IF).

This overlooked fact sets American legal academia

1. There are also a few peer-reviewed journals in law in the United States, but fewer than student-edited law reviews, and they are often interdisciplinary. E.g., the Journal of Legal Studies, Journal of Legal Analysis, Journal of Law & Economics, Journal of Empirical Legal Studies, and American Law & Economics Review.

apart from any other discipline and from legal academia in other countries. It also has significant implications.

Understanding this feature of legal academia is salient because it plays a direct role in authors’ careers and in law schools’ hiring and tenure decisions. Existing literature cannot inform authors as to whether choosing a law review based on school ranking is a rational strategy for those seeking to have an impact on either scholarship or courts. Authors are thus left to navigate the tradeoffs between maximizing publication prestige and scholarship exposure without knowing whether (1) there may even be such a tradeoff and (2) which factors ought to be considered as a result, both needed to make an informed decision about where to publish. Authors must make optimization decisions that can have serious effects on their career advancement without empirical evidence on factors to consider in this decision-making. This paper seeks to provide such guidance.

We first uncover the relationships among journal prestige (i.e., publishing school’s ranking), impact on scholarship (i.e., journal IF), and a third element that is unique to legal academia: impact on courts (i.e., case citations). A common assumption is that a journal’s prestige, determined by the publishing school’s ranking, translates into that journal’s impact on scholarship. Assuming that editors do a good job of screening and that authors will accept the publication offer from the most prestigious school, it is presumed that articles will end up in law reviews that best reflect their content quality. Only an experimental setup with school ranking and journal impact manipulated independently could provide a definitive demonstration of causation. Such an experiment is impossible, but a correlative study such as ours can provide strong support for or against the hypothesis of prestige translating into impact. Indeed, our results partially confirm this assumption.

We uncover yearly correlations among school ranking, journal IF, and case citations. However, our results also reveal that the relationship between ranking and impact is more complicated than currently believed. Some law reviews significantly outperform or underperform in terms of IF or case citations; interestingly, these differ from the law reviews commonly assumed to do so. In identifying them, our results inform authors’ common conjectures. Furthermore, 

(including corresponding comment thread). But see the discussion below for the importance of citation counts. Impact factor is commonly used as an indicator of “the relative importance of a journal within its field and to measure the frequency with which the average article in a journal has been cited in a particular time period.” Mohit Sharma et al., Journal Impact Factor: Its Use, Significance and Limitations, 13 World J. Nuclear Med. 146 (2014).


4. A journal’s impact factor is only an imperfect measure of the impact that an article published in such a journal will have, because it is based on the average article it publishes despite the existence of many other non-random factors in play (such as topic and the author’s fame). Still, journal impact remains the best proxy available for expected article impact.
we uncover implications for authors who wish to influence case law. Authors who care about being cited by courts face a stronger tradeoff between impact and publication prestige than authors who focus on scholarly impact because, as we show, school ranking translates better into IF than it does into case citations.

Authors can rely only on past data on school ranking and impact to make their publication choices. Therefore, understanding past data is crucial for authors in making optimal choices. We provide such insight for authors by measuring and comparing the predictability of journal IF, case cites, and school ranking. We show that future school ranking can be more easily predicted than future IF ranking. Case cites ranking is the least reliable metric. This means that past data on journal impact (both for IF and case citations) are a worse predictor of future journal impact than past data on school ranking are of future school ranking. We then measure and compare the predictive power of past school ranking for journal impact. One could expect the publishing school’s ranking to be a good predictor of future article impact. We show that school ranking is an acceptable predictor of future journal IF but not of future case citations. This indicates that the usual practice of using school ranking as the deciding factor in journal choice is a coarse but useful heuristic that triggers specific tradeoffs. Since our results show better predictability of school ranking compared with impact indexes, we explore various ways of taking IF variability into account. We show that IF values are more variable for top-ranked schools than lower ranked schools, whereas the (ordinal) ranking of journals based on IF shows the opposite trend.

Finally, we discuss these results and explore how authors can aim to have an impact on the field while obtaining career benefits dependent on publication prestige. Depending on authors’ job stability and the structure of other external rewards, it may be optimal to maximize publication prestige pre-tenure and academic and court impact post-tenure.

Our results have three broader implications. The first is a policy implication. Law’s student-led publication system has recently received significant criticism and, in 2019, the Association of American Law Schools Section on Scholarship’s Advisory Committee on Law Journal Reform drafted a proposal to reform law journal publication. Our findings are relevant to identify the tradeoffs that exist when making this reform.

The second implication is for the legal academic job market. While other academic disciplines reward their members for publishing in journals with the highest IF, legal academia rewards scholars for publishing in journals nested in

5. In the rest of this paper, when we refer to IF ranking, we refer to the journal’s position in a ranking based on IF, and when we refer simply to IF, we refer to the journal’s IF in a given year. This differentiation is relevant because IF ranking and IF do not always share the same properties. We also differentiate between case citations and case cites ranking.


top law schools. One illustration of this mechanic is the effect of publishing in flagship law reviews from top-ranked schools on the entry-level job market. Our results question whether law schools are correct in using law review placement in hiring and tenure decisions. Our findings on the relationship between prestige and impact support the use of placement in high-information-cost environments, such as first-round interviews, but show that, for hiring and tenure decisions, the proxy becomes less useful and has an uneven impact.

The third implication is for the study of exposure bias in academia across disciplines—the idea that papers published in top journals are cited more because they are seen more, independent of their quality. While the nonexperimental nature of the study does not allow one to identify causal mechanisms, we show a strong relationship between prestige and academic impact; hence, our article provides a case study for exposure bias in academia. Exposure bias is pervasive across the scientific literature but difficult to quantify because there is no single measure of academic journals’ reputation. Because of the idiosyncrasies we describe, law reviews serve as a good case study to measure exposure bias in publications and its consequences, as law in the United States may be the only field of research in which journal prestige can be quantitatively assessed independent of IF, thanks to the U.S. News school ranking.

The paper proceeds as follows. Section II provides background by explaining related research. Section III describes the data collection performed for our analyses. Section IV shows the relationships among school ranking, journal IF, and case citations. Section V shows that school ranking has predictive power for both future school ranking and future journal IF. Section VI discusses the results’ implications. We provide more information on the material, methods, and technical results in three appendices.

**II. Empirical Scholarship on Law Reviews**

To date, commentary on law reviews has focused on the effects of law students selecting publishable work; the practice of simultaneous submission to several


law reviews; the non-blind and potentially biased selection process; and the unique editing process.

Several papers have addressed the topic of publishing in legal academia empirically. Yoon finds that, when looking at both invited and submitted publications, tenured professors publish more frequently; when looking only at unsolicited publications, tenured professors publish at the same rate and with a drop in journal placement post-tenure. Similarly, George and Yoon conclude that law schools are willing to consider candidates who lack traditional credentials at the early stages of the hiring process, but these factors kick in later and affect the probability of candidates receiving a job offer.

Studying the other side of the interaction (editors), Christensen and Oseid present data revealing that, in making publication decisions, student editors rely on an author’s credentials, the general topic, the article’s title, the cover letter, and the abstract. Jonathan Gingerich writes about the impact of perceived prestige on law journals’ selection process (called “letterhead bias”). Yoon presents evidence of systematic in-school bias in law reviews, with 187 out of the 199 law reviews examined having published their faculty more often than faculty from other schools. Similarly, Yoon also shows that home school-published work has consistently lower citation rates, suggesting that “law reviews’ bias in favor of their own faculty comes at the expense of lower quality articles.”

Regarding citations, Lee Petherbridge and Christopher Cotropia show that having an abstract and a table of contents correlates with receiving more citations. Callahan and Devins suggest a decline in exposure bias since the advent of online databases. Because a few articles in lower-ranked reviews are cited frequently and some articles in top reviews get few citations, they conclude that it is likely that articles in top reviews garner more cites due to article quality, rather than due to journal status. Cotropia and Petherbridge suggest

15. George & Yoon, supra note 9 at 6, 36.
17. Gingerich, supra note 10, at 274–75.
19. Id. at 310–11, 326–37.
21. Callahan & Devins, supra note 11, at 375.
that, on average, female authors write more high-impact articles than their male counterparts. Others, however, discuss how top-fifteen law reviews may be biased against female authors. All in all, Ayres and Vars critique citation studies for focusing only on the most-cited articles. In a sample from the top three journals independent of article impact, they find that, on average, articles with shorter titles, fewer footnotes, and no equations receive more citations.

As a response to these considerations, academics have developed and proposed alternative rankings for law reviews that do take IF into account. While these rankings are mostly used by non-U.S.-based scholars who publish in the United States, alternative rankings have also been developed within the United States.

Related qualitative work also provides relevant background. For example, Jonathan Mermin discusses how exclusive submission is suboptimal for authors, who are forced to make a strategic calculation about which journal to submit to (e.g., weighing journal prestige against rejection odds) and, therefore, a system of simultaneous submission is better for authors. James Lindgren criticizes student-edited law reviews for perverse article selection and suggests that faculty members should take control over law reviews and implement a double-blind

22. Christopher A. Cotropia & Lee Petherbridge, Gender Disparity in Law Review Citation Rates, 59 Wm. & Mary L. Rev. 771, 775 (2017).


25. Id.


27. E.g., Birnhack et al., supra note 26, at 6, 11–14 (citing, also, other similar efforts at note 12, including the Jerusalem Ranking of Legal Journals, the Bar-Ilan Ranking of Legal Journals, the 2010 Australian Research Council Ranking, and the Australian Business Deans Council’s ranking).


selection process. In turn, Richard Posner criticizes the law review process, arguing that law students lack sufficient expertise to pick quality scholarship.

That said, IF is far from a perfect metric, and it too has received criticism. Some criticize it for being ill-suited to their particular discipline (in mathematics, for example). Across disciplines, IF’s informativeness has problems in terms of accounting for journal self-citations, different lengths of citation windows (five years versus eight years), and an asymmetry between their numerator (citable entries) and denominator (all journal entries) that leads some IF metrics to be expressed in different units, making them difficult to compare. More broadly, citations are an imperfect measure of research quality. Nonetheless, the metric continues to be widely used worldwide.

An important limitation of IF is that, being originally designed to measure journals’ impact, it is not a useful metric for evaluating individual authors or specific papers. IF is a useful proxy for journal impact because it shows the average impact of an article in a given journal (i.e., the expected impact of an article in that journal). The key problem with IF, according to this line of criticism, is not its use for journals, but rather its extension to individual papers and authors. Similarly, IF is said to be of limited use in measuring the output of a geographical region or group of researchers.

Despite the importance of understanding the considerations guiding authors’ publication choices—which range from effects on career advancement to hiring to proposals for law review reform—existing literature has so far shied away from this topic. Notably, while most empirical studies of law reviews focus on

32. E.g., Antonia Ferrer-Sapena et al., The Impact Factor as a Measuring Tool of the Prestige of the Journals in Research Assessment in Mathematics, 25 RsCH. EvAl. 306 (2016).
34. Dag W. Aksnes et al., Citations, Citation Indicators, and Research Quality: An Overview of Basic Concepts and Theories, 9 SAGE OPEN 1, 11 (2019); Michael R. Dougherty & Zachary Horne, Citation Counts and Journal Impact Factors Do Not Capture Research Quality in the Behavioral and Brain Sciences, 9: 220334 Royal Soc’Y Publ’g 4 (2022).
35. Larivière & Sugimoto, supra note 33, at 2–4; Arturo Casadevall & Ferric C. Fang, Causes for the Persistence of Impact Factor Mania, 5 MBio 1, 1 (2014).
37. Sharma et al., supra note 2.
the editor side of the selection process, our article provides empirical research on the understudied author side of the selection process.

To add to this literature, we obtained IF values and case cites numbers from the well-known ranking published on the Washington and Lee (W&L) University Law Library website.\textsuperscript{39} We recorded IF value and case cites numbers for every generalist journal published in the United States each year between 2004 and 2016. We based law school rankings on the U.S. News “Best Law Schools” ranking,\textsuperscript{40} which is widely considered the dominant ranking in law.\textsuperscript{41} For each year between 2006 and 2018, we recorded school ranking for every law school fully accredited by the American Bar Association.

Once we determined school ranking, flagship journals’ IF, and number of case citations per year, we matched flagship law reviews with their corresponding publishing school. Out of all journal-school pairs, we retained those pairs for which all data were available—i.e., thirteen-year IF values, case cites values, and ranking values.

\section*{III. Relationship Between School Ranking and Law Review Impact}

\subsection*{A. Impact Factor Correlates with School Ranking}

We first test the common assumption that top law schools publish flagship law reviews with the highest academic impact. We distinguish two ways in which a law review can have an impact: in the academic legal conversation and in courts. To measure the former, we use IF, which is the most accepted proxy in other disciplines. To estimate the latter, we use case citations. We first explore the correlation between IF ranking and school ranking. Intuitively, one would expect the publishing school’s ranking, journal IF, and number of case citations to be highly correlated.

We uncover a positive relationship between IF ranking and school ranking: As one would expect, top-ranked schools publish law reviews with a high IF. These results align with Alfred Brophy’s prior finding of a correlation coef-


\textsuperscript{40} \textit{2022 Best Law Schools}, \url{https://www.usnews.com/best-graduate-schools/top-law-schools/law-rankings}.

ficient of 0.89, with a different sample using data from 2004 and 2005. These results also confirm intuitions from the qualitative literature, where authors have contended that while a marginally better law review placement in terms of publishing school would not yield a noticeable increase in citation counts, a substantively better law review placement might yield this noticeable increase.

B. School Ranking Translates into Scholarly Impact Better Than into Court Impact

To test whether the correlation between school ranking and journal impact holds over time, we analyze the change in correlation strength among IF ranking, case cite ranking, and school ranking. Our findings are relevant for authors seeking to influence not only legal scholarship but also courts.

Figure 1: Correlations Among Law Reviews’ IF, Case Citations and School Rankings Over Time (using Spearman’s Correlation Coefficients)

42. Brophy, supra note 2, at 49–55.
43. E.g., Callahan & Devins, supra note 11, at 375.
44. For existing literature on the relevance of legal scholarship to judicial reasoning, see, e.g., David L. Schwartz & Lee Petherbridge, The Use of Legal Scholarship by the Federal Courts of Appeals: An Empirical Study, 96 CORNELL L. REV 1345 (2011) (finding an increase in the number of citations to law
The figure above illustrates the correlation between each journal’s IF ranking and case citations, and their publishing school’s ranking. It shows the strength of the correlations as a function of the publication year of indexes. The continuous line represents correlation coefficients between journals’ IF and their schools’ rankings, for comparison. The dashed line represents correlation coefficients between journals’ case cites and their publishing schools’ rankings, while the dotted line accounts for correlation coefficients between journals’ IF and case cites rankings.

As mentioned above, top-ranked schools unsurprisingly publish law reviews with a higher scholarly impact on average. Such law reviews also have a higher average impact on courts.

However, the relationship between case citation ranking and school ranking is weaker than the relationship between IF ranking and school ranking. This has two implications. First, that scholarly impact is not as good an indicator of impact on courts as it is of publishing schools’ ranking. Second—and most important for authors when making publication decisions—that school ranking does not translate into an impact on courts as well as it does into scholarly impact.

These two correlations could be the result of a causal relationship between the publishing school’s ranking (journal prestige) and impact. It is unlikely that impact causes school ranking because of how the U.S. News algorithm is designed: journal impact is not included in the algorithm to compute ranking. However, prestige could drive law reviews’ impacts on scholarly work and courts. But if this is the case, why then does law review prestige have a consistently greater influence on academia than on courts? This effect could mean that either: (i) exposure bias is stronger for scholars than it is for courts, perhaps because scholars look at some law reviews’ issues article by article, for example looking at the table of contents of the printed version, or (2) scholars use law review prestige as a proxy for article quality (making sure to cite articles found in top law reviews over others), whereas judges do not.45

45. Philip L. Merkel, Scholar or Practitioner: Rethinking Qualifications for Entry-Level Tenure-Track Professors at Fourth-Tier Law Schools, 44 CAP. U. L. REV. 507, 534 (2016) (arguing that legal scholars write for other scholars, not for judges or practitioners); McClintock, supra note 44, at 687–88.
C. Outliers Are Unexpected

Another unexpected finding is the identity of the outliers we found for each year: law reviews that, given their publishing school’s ranking, significantly overperform or underperform in terms of IF ranking or case cites ranking. We identify them based on the difference between journal rankings based on IF or on case citations, and the ranking of their publishing schools. Table 1, below, summarizes these findings.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>IF overperformance</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>American U. L. Rev.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brooklyn L. Rev.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Connecticut L. Rev.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Houston L. Rev.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lewis &amp; Clark L. Rev.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oregon L. Rev.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U. Pittsburgh L. Rev.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U. Richmond L. Rev.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Villanova L. Rev.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>William &amp; Mary L. Rev.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Case cites overperformance</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>American U. L. Rev.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baylor L. Rev.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brooklyn L. Rev.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cardozo L. Rev.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hastings L. J.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Houston L. Rev.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indiana L. Rev.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lewis &amp; Clark L. Rev.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Louisiana L. Rev.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missouri L. Rev.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oregon L. Rev.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seton Hall L. Rev.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>St. John’s L. Rev.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U. Cincinnati L. Rev.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Table I: Law Review Outliers

In the dataset, there were some interesting outliers. As the table above shows, some law reviews have a consistently greater IF and impact on courts than their school ranking would suggest, whereas the opposite is true for others. Some of these law reviews over- or underperform consistently over several

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Arizona State L. J.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boston U. L. Rev.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BYU L. Rev.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GMU L. Rev.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geo. Wash. L. Rev.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GSU L. Rev.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maryland L. Rev.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SMU L. Rev.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U. Chicago L. Rev.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Utah L. Rev.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington L. Rev.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Alabama L. Rev.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duke L. J.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GMU L. Rev.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geo. Wash. L. Rev.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Georgia L. Rev.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maryland L. Rev.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ohio State L. J.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South. California L. Rev.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Utah L. Rev.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington L. Rev.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
We find, for example, that Lewis & Clark consistently overperforms in terms of IF, and that the Indiana Law Review and Louisiana Law Review consistently overperform in terms of case citations. Similarly, law reviews’ performances with regards to their IF and impact on courts are sometimes synchronized when looked at year by year, but this is not always the case. Synchronized overperformance suggests that an above-average law review board may have selected better articles in one year than they did in others, resulting in a high-impact issue. Synchronized underperformance suggests the converse. Synchronized high impacts, however, could also be due to one particularly popular paper being published in a year that drove up the average citation count.

For law reviews that have a lower IF than their school ranking, there may be ideological issues at play. There is evidence that law reviews disproportionately accept publications from professors of their school, suggesting that law schools occasionally use their law review to publish articles that their faculty were unable to place in a higher-ranked outlet. Additionally, the lowest-quality scholarship from professors of some institutions might be less likely to be cited than the lowest-quality scholarship from professors from other institutions because of ideological issues (independent of the schools’ ranking). For example, if Derrida Law School professors produce a lot of Derrida-related legal scholarship, and if judges and other scholars do not have a taste for Derrida, then their scholarship that does not place elsewhere and is published in the Derrida Law Review is unlikely to be cited. The reception of school ideology by courts and other academics would, in this way, affect IF without affecting school ranking. If law reviews disproportionately publish professors of their home institutions, they will therefore underperform in terms of IF, compared with their school ranking. Political discrimination shown to exist in article selection processes—conservative student editors favor conservative articles and liberal editors favor liberal articles—would amplify this effect for less popular ideologies.

It is a commonly held belief that, for one reason or another, some law reviews outperform their school’s ranking. The law reviews that are believed to do so tend to coincide with schools in desirable cities with a reputation of holding more productive faculty than other schools with equivalent ranking. At least anecdotally, some law reviews believed to outperform their publishing school’s ranking in this way are the Fordham Law Journal, Hastings Law Journal, and Cardozo

46. For some of the sporadic differences, the explanation may be a shock in the school’s placement in U.S. news. If a school drastically increases or reduces its placement in the ranking (for example, by increasing or reducing its J.D. class size), its journal may eventually catch up but would move slower.

47. Yoon, Editorial Bias, supra note 3, at 330 (showing that papers published by faculty members in the journal of their own school tend to be their least-cited papers).

Law Review. However, the law reviews we found to consistently outperform their school ranking differ from those often assumed to do so.49

IV. Variable Predictability

A. School Ranking Is More Stable Than Law Review Impact

It is important to understand not just the relationship between the criteria used by law professors to pick a law review for publication, but also the usefulness of looking at such criteria in the first place. We test whether one can reliably predict future IF, case citations, and school ranking based on the current values of these indexes.

Our results indicate that all three indexes are somewhat predictable. Unsurprisingly, predictability decreases over time but remains acceptable over time lags up to ten years.

More relevant to the context of our study—i.e., the criteria used by authors to pick a law review—are the differences in predictability between indexes. School ranking is the most predictable of all indexes, especially over long periods. IF is highly predictable over periods shorter than five years, but its predictability decreases steadily over time. Case cites are the least predictable, with a sharp decrease in predictability over short periods.

Over periods shorter than five years, both IF and school ranking are highly predictable. This means that an author choosing between two law reviews to publish in will have equally good information about the law reviews’ IF ranking and the schools’ ranking over the next five years. However, law reviews’ IF is less predictable over a longer period than is their publishing school’s ranking.

IF’s lower predictability could come from high yearly variability in the quality of the articles published in a given journal. Interannual variability in quality would translate into variability in impact, thereby creating noise and weakening predictability. Such variability could result either from high stochasticity in the quality of articles that are submitted to a law review or from high variability in the quality of its editorial board from one year to another.

School rankings’ high predictability, in turn, is likely to result from the significant weight that U.S. News attributes to schools’ quality assessment by peers, lawyers, and judges.50 U.S. News relies heavily on program ratings by individuals who are influenced by the school’s reputation acquired over the preceding years, thus introducing inertia into the ranking.51 As a consequence, over large time lags, a law review’s current IF is a worse predictor of its future IF than the current school ranking is of future school ranking.


50. This subjective quality assessment accounts for 40% of the final school ranking.

Case citations present the lowest predictability of all, meaning that a journal’s impact on courts is difficult to predict based on past performances. This could reflect the fact that relevancy for courts is shorter lived than relevancy for academia: Cases are more dynamic on average. This difference between IF and case citations could also result from the way each index is calculated. Each case cites calculation is based on one year of article publication and citation, whereas each IF calculation uses eight years of data. This discrepancy adds a buffering effect to yearly IF variations that does not exist for case cites variation. These two explanations do not exclude each other.

B. School Ranking Is Acceptable to Predict Future Impact

We then test what many legal scholars may be interested in knowing when making a law review choice based on school ranking: whether current school ranking indicates future scholarly impact and future impact on courts. We discussed above how it is a unique feature of American legal academia that most law professors in the United States look at school ranking rather than IF. To determine whether this is a rational strategy conditional on seeking impact, one should know whether school ranking is a good predictor of future IF.

Our results indicate that school ranking is a good predictor of future IF, but it is not a good predictor of future case citations.

We find that past IF and past case citations are better predictors of future IF and future case citations, respectively, than is past school ranking. This finding implies that an author choosing between two law reviews for publication could approximate the future impact of her article based solely on school ranking, but she would do better to consider past impact indexes. This is especially true for impact on courts.

Whether a publishing school’s ranking influences its law review’s impact remains an open question. On the one hand, one could expect the best-ranked schools to attract the best students, whose ability to choose high-quality scholarship and editorial work quality could translate into law review quality. On the other hand, it seems reasonable to assume that authors rely on the readily available school ranking as a heuristic for law review quality. Law reviews published by top-ranked schools would benefit from exposure bias, regardless of the mechanistic relationship between reputation and quality.52 Although the best way to determine causality between school prestige and law review impact would be an experiment (where school reputation and law review impact could be treated independently), such an experiment is impossible. In the absence of an experiment, a correlational study such as ours still provides empirical support (and nuance) for the intuition that school prestige translates into journal impact.

52. Although, as discussed above, Callahan and Devins find this effect to decrease over time. Callahan & Devins, supra note 11, at 385–86.
C. Top Law Reviews Vary More in Impact but Less in Impact-Based Ranking

When faced with publication offers from law reviews from similarly ranked schools, an author can assess the future scholarly impact of her article (to optimize such impact) either by the absolute IF value or by the relative IF ranking between law reviews. We explore the differences in IF variation and IF ranking variation between law reviews depending on the ranking of their publishing schools.

We highlight a difference between law reviews depending on their school ranking: for top-ranked schools, IF ranking is more predictable (while absolute IF is more variable), whereas lower ranked schools show the opposite trend (absolute IF value is more predictable and IF ranking is variable). This is another way in which a school’s U.S. News ranking is informative of its journal.

We hypothesize that these results arise from higher temporal stochasticity in the publication of exceptionally high-impact articles, while overall law review impact is predictably influenced by the ranking of publishing schools. In other words, we hypothesize that law reviews from top-ranked schools belong to a less homogeneous pool (regarding IF) than law reviews from lower ranked schools: few journals make most of the impact, perhaps because of exposure bias. Coupled with editors’ physical inability to screen all articles carefully given the high number of submissions, this would explain a greater disparity in article impact published by reviews from top-ranked schools. This could also partly be a result of editors’ positive bias toward articles authored by their schools’ own faculty members: “law reviews publish more articles from faculty at their own institution than from faculty at other law schools...law faculty publish their lesser-cited articles in their own law review relative to their articles published in other law reviews.”

Our finding confirms previous intuitions in the literature: that marginally higher school ranking does not yield a noticeable increase in citation counts, while substantively better law review placement may yield a noticeable increase. Indeed, Yoon finds that “[t]he ranking of law schools and law journals are negatively correlated with citation count, meaning the lower the rank of the law review or the school, the fewer the citations.” Yoon demonstrates that, while lower-ranked law reviews are cited less frequently on average than higher-ranked reviews, this distribution is relatively flat: outside of the top law reviews, differences between one law review and another in terms of number of citations are not very pronounced.


54. Yoon, Editorial Bias, supra note 3, at 309.

55. Id. at 315.

56. Id.
Finally, articles published in law reviews from top-ranked schools are likely to benefit from a positive exposure bias: they have a broader audience that cites them because they have a broader audience that reads them. Articles published in more obscure law reviews might never be read or might be read less often, despite being of high quality. The main driver of article impact might thus be quality when published in prestigious law reviews, and luck when published in less famous law reviews. However, the exposure difference has been steadily decreasing since the beginning of the online-search era, leading to a more meritocratic citation pattern.\textsuperscript{57} We therefore expect the correlations between school ranking and IF / IF ranking to be stronger in pre-Westlaw times and to continue to weaken in the future.\textsuperscript{58}

V. Discussion

\textit{A. Impact Factor vs. Prestige Tradeoff}

Authors often face difficult choices when presented with multiple publication offers by law reviews.\textsuperscript{59} However, to date, they lack information about the different factors to consider in deciding on where to publish. When an author receives a publication offer from a law review that has a higher IF but a lower publishing school’s ranking and another offer from a law review with a lower IF but higher publishing school’s ranking, the author is forced to choose between maximizing the prestige of their publication and maximizing its expected impact. While getting published in a prestigious law review is key in a law professor’s career,\textsuperscript{60} individual citation counts—indeed of an article’s placement—are sometimes used as a measure of an article’s quality as well.\textsuperscript{61}

Assuming that an author is aware of such a tradeoff, she can rely only on historical data about the publishing school’s ranking and the law review’s IF: Current data on rank (i.e., prestige) and impact are unavailable at the moment of making the decision. Therefore, knowing the predictive power of historical data is crucial for authors looking to make optimal choices. We show that, because IF

\textsuperscript{57.} Callahan & Devins, supra note 11, at 385 (explaining the decrease in the citation bias toward high prestige reviews since the beginning of the online research era).

\textsuperscript{58.} Unfortunately, we cannot know this from the data, as we are limited by IF’s not having been measured before 2004.


\textsuperscript{60.} George & Yoon, supra note 9, at 22–36.

ranking is more variable than school ranking, future school ranking can be more easily predicted than future IF ranking. These results might indicate a rational choice explanation for assessing only school ranking rather than law review IF: The choice between prestige and impact is one made under uncertainty, and choosing prestige is a safer bet. Therefore, even when facing similar expected values between prestige and impact when choosing between two law reviews, a risk-averse author should lean toward prestige. But, by lowering information acquisition costs about the expected impact and its relationship with prestige, the author could do better.

Since our results show that prestige is more predictable than impact, we explore different ways in which authors can take IF variability into account. When faced with publication offers from law reviews from similarly prestigious schools, an author could maximize her article’s impact (i.e., maximize the absolute IF value) by choosing the law review with the highest IF ranking. We show that journals from top-ranked schools have more variability in their IF, but lower variability in their IF ranking. In other words, the predictability of these two impact measurements is dependent on school ranking. For this reason, if an author facing a prestige-versus-impact decision is deciding between two high-ranked law reviews, betting on impact is less risky for her than it would be if she had to choose between two low-ranked law reviews. “Sacrificing” prestige for a law review with a higher impact is a safer bet when its impact is more predictable. Therefore, risk aversion should play a larger role in choosing prestige over impact when dealing with low-ranked law reviews than when dealing with high-ranked law reviews.

Moreover, given that the payoffs involved in higher-ranked law reviews are larger (both in terms of prestige and impact), but information-acquisition costs are the same independent of ranking, it pays off to incur information-acquisition costs if one is publishing in higher-ranked law reviews. As a heuristic, one might conjecture that an author with standard incentives and preferences may pay equal attention to journals’ IF and prestige if she is choosing among law reviews from schools ranked in the top fifty. However, for law reviews from schools ranked below fifty, she may want to focus on school ranking, as school ranking might be a good-enough proxy—in light of the higher variability in IF ranking and the lower payoff of the choice in terms of smaller IF difference.

From our finding that IF and school ranking are strongly correlated, one could see school ranking as a decent proxy for IF. Thus, one could ask whether looking at school ranking rather than IF might be a rational strategy for authors. While the next section addresses this question, our preliminary answer is that it depends on the author’s career stage.

This finding has implications not only for authors but also for law schools making hiring and tenure decisions based on which law review(s) candidates have placed their articles in. While we have shown that law review prestige is an acceptable proxy for scholarly impact, this institutional choice disadvantages two groups of authors: first, authors whose scholarship focuses on influencing courts; second, authors who may not have been advised by peers or mentors.
about where best to publish and about the importance of journal placement for the academic job market. If one believes that authors from non-elite schools are more likely to do applied work and are likely to have less access to mentorship than their elite-school counterparts, both of these consequences of focusing on placement further disadvantage candidates from non-elite schools.

The optimal choice for law schools may be different for first-round interviews, hiring decisions, and tenure decisions. The number of candidates would make the cost of moving away from the placement proxy significantly higher for hiring and tenure than for first-round interviews. Conversely, the cost of false positives and false negatives is higher for tenure than it is for hiring, and much higher for both than it is for interviews. Therefore, if law schools use placement to gauge article quality and not simply as a metric of faculty prestige, they could continue using article placement as a relevant factor for first-round interviews but should not do so for hiring or tenure decisions.

B. Publishing and Career Advancement

Building on the literature on law publishing and law reviews, our results have implications for authors’ optimization decisions. Our results can explain why those seeking to join legal academia aim to publish in prestigious law reviews and when, after joining academia, such strategic placement may change because the incentives to publish are different before and after tenure. It has previously been shown that “legal academics continue to produce after tenure, but channel more of their efforts toward less competitive outlets.” Since competitiveness is defined in terms of outlet prestige, this means that legal academics publish in more prestigious outlets pre-tenure than they do post-tenure. The literature currently lacks explanations as to why this may be. Absent our results, the fact that legal academics publish in more prestigious journals pre-tenure should be surprising not only because one would expect people to be able to continue to produce at least equally high-quality scholarship (if not better) later in their careers, but also because the article selection structure of law reviews prizes those who are later in their careers, meaning work of equal quality is expected to place higher if an author has greater seniority.

This might simply be explained by a lower effort in publishing, but this explanation would contradict the finding that faculty also increase their publication rate by an average of 19% post-tenure—in top-ten law schools, 35%. However, it could also be taken as a corroborator of the tradeoff we identified above, and a different strategy pre-tenure versus post-tenure. If risk aversion plays a role in selecting law reviews, one could expect tenure-track academics

63. Post-tenure law professors were shown to have a fifteen percent “decrease in journal score” under the W&L composite metric, conditional on publishing articles, and to lean toward more solicited publications. Id. at 449.
64. Id. at 450.
65. Id. at 443.
to be more risk averse than their post-tenure counterparts because of their lack of job security. In other words, it would be rational for authors to lean, on average, toward prestige pre-tenure, and toward “gambling” on impact post-tenure (i.e., choosing law reviews because they may yield higher impact even if they are perceived as less competitive by the profession).

This intuition of leaning further toward impact post-tenure provides a potential explanation for Yoon’s finding of post-tenure faculty publishing more pieces but placing them in less prestigious outlets. In other words, Yoon’s paper sets up a dilemma that our paper helps solve. Yoon finds that tenured professors tend to publish in lower-ranked law reviews.\textsuperscript{66} Our paper offers a possible answer: Authors face a tradeoff between maximizing impact and prestige; which strategy to pursue may depend on one’s risk aversion, which in turn depends on one’s career stage. It is rational for tenure-track scholars to focus on law review prestige, as that may be a determinant of their tenure, and for senior academics to focus on impact. Similarly, a recent survey indicates that nontenured academics across disciplines value prestige metrics more than do their tenured colleagues.\textsuperscript{67}

This insight also relates to Christensen and Oseid’s work, which attempts to help new authors navigate the law review submission process by pointing out that they should expect to face questions about which law review to choose in simultaneous submissions.\textsuperscript{68} Christensen and Oseid suggest that their survey results be used to find the best placements for authors’ articles.\textsuperscript{69} Our article contributes to this body of suggestions by providing further insight for authors to familiarize themselves with the implications of their choices, as our results reveal that these choices may be more complicated than expected.

Here a reader might ask: What about the demand side of article publishing? Law reviews themselves might also play a role in the lower importance that IF has for law when compared with other disciplines. Law reviews do not advertise their IF as peer-reviewed law journals do.\textsuperscript{70} Considering the market, there might not be incentives for law reviews to consider IF at all.

\textsuperscript{66} Id.

\textsuperscript{67} Meredith T. Niles et al., \textit{Why We Publish Where We Do: Faculty Publishing Values and Their Relationship to Review, Promotion and Tenure Expectations}, 15 e022891 PLoS ONE 1, 5 (2020).

\textsuperscript{68} Christensen & Oseid, supra note 16, at 209.

\textsuperscript{69} Id.

While citations function as a market force in most disciplines (whose journals therefore care about maximizing IF), they do not in law because IF is not a key consideration for authors in deciding where to publish, or for readers in deciding which journals to read.\textsuperscript{71} If peer-reviewed journals drop in IF, they might lose high-quality scholarship to other journals and might lose readership, further reducing their IF because of exposure bias. In other disciplines, if a journal has a terrible IF at the end of the year, it might eventually close down. But that is unlikely to be the case for any law review.

The absence of this market force is illustrated in some of the prior literature. Posner, for example, discusses the high turnover of law review editors as a pitfall to student-edited law reviews.\textsuperscript{72} Our article suggests that law review IF rankings changed significantly more over the years than their publishing school’s ranking. This may be because the type of article bias among the editors changes from editorial board to editorial board given yearly turnover. Similarly, our finding that the highest-ranked journals have higher interannual IF variation than lower-ranked journals relates to Callahan and Devins’ finding that citation has been in flux for top journals since the advent of online databases, with a decline in citation bias toward more prestigious journals.\textsuperscript{73}

The only actor who might care about IF, therefore, is a risk-averse author. No other agent has incentives to look at impact. This allows authors to publish pieces that have a low expected impact. This might explain why, under one estimation, 43% of law review articles are not cited at all.\textsuperscript{74}

The loose connection between scholarly impact and court impact could partially explain why IF is not used in law as much as it is elsewhere. Shapiro and Pearse, when discussing the “real-world” impact of legal scholarship on practice, determine that there is a weak relationship between scholarly and court impact.\textsuperscript{75} They also analyze the data from all-time ranking to determine a school’s contribution to legal scholarship over a longer period and find that there is now a wider distribution of highly cited articles among law reviews.

\textsuperscript{71} Posner, Future, supra note 3, at 1132, 1135 (showing that no market forces exist for law reviews’ content; for example, frequently published student-written notes on constitutional topics have no readership at all); John Doyle, The Law Reviews: Do Their Paths of Glory Lead but to the Grave, 10 J. APP. PRAC. & PROCESS 179, 183 (2009) (“for prestige to function strongly, it does not have to be tied to anything sensible; in large part prestige is self-reinforcing.”).

\textsuperscript{72} Posner, Future, supra note 3, at 1132.

\textsuperscript{73} Callahan & Devins, supra note 11, at 385.

\textsuperscript{74} Thomas A. Smith, The Web of Law, 44 SAN DIEGO L. REV. 309, 336 (2007).

\textsuperscript{75} Fred R. Shapiro & Michelle Pearse, The Most-Cited Law Review Articles of all Time, 110 MICH. L. REV. 1483, 1513–14 (2012) (“Impact among scholars . . . do[es] not necessarily correlate with how much the courts rely on these articles”). See also McClintock, supra note 44, at 687–88 (suggesting that legal scholarship is “losing touch with the practice of law”).
than there was before. Our article complements these findings by showing that the IF ranking and school ranking correlation varies temporally and, in particular, that authors can estimate the impact that their article will have by looking at school ranking. Our article also shows that school ranking translates into scholarly impact better than it does into impact on courts, which would be surprising if one believed that the imperfect correlation between school ranking and IF was explained by law professors’ aiming to influence courts.

C. Law Review Editorial Boards

As we mentioned, most studies of the law review process focus on paper selection by editors. Our article looks at the other side of the coin: It contributes to the body of empirical research on the factors authors turn to when engaging in law review selection. While prior literature has discussed the article selection process from editors’ point of view, our article explores the law review selection process from contributors’ point of view. However, our first results, on the correlation between school ranking and IF, do have some implications for this literature.

Our results do not support qualitative criticisms, such as Posner’s and Lindgren’s, that student editors are unable to identify good scholarship. If this were the case, one should see mostly noise in the data, with a high number of high-impact articles being rejected from top law reviews and a high number of low-impact articles being accepted. This is true, of course, only if citations are not driven by citation bias, with articles being cited more because of where they were published—not because of their quality. While our results are not informative of the magnitude of citation bias, quantitative literature indicates that, since the advent of citation databases, citation bias is relatively low.

This finding has implications for proposals for law review reform, such as the one currently being considered by the Association of American Law Schools. Our results indicate that the main problem of the current publication system does not seem to be students’ inability to choose good scholarship. Perhaps counterintuitively, we have shown that students (who will mostly become lawyers, not law professors) are better at predicting which articles scholars will find useful than they are at predicting which articles judges will find useful. The main problem to address in scholarship placement could thus be authors’ ability to select journals for publishing, rather than students’ ability to screen submissions.

VI. Conclusion

We uncover the relationship between prestige and ranking in legal academia. Having a better understanding of this relationship is important because these are the very factors considered by authors in choosing where to publish—a choice

76. Shapiro & Pearse, supra note 75, at 1505.
77. Lindgren, supra note 30, at 527; Posner, Future, supra note 3, at 1132–34.
78. Callahan & Devins, supra note 11, at 385.
that significantly impacts authors’ careers down the line. Law school ranking is a relatively stable and predictable metric that can be used as a proxy for flagship law reviews’ current and future scholarly impact, but less so for impact on courts. Higher-ranked law schools publish law reviews that are more reliably influential in classrooms than in courts. However, because of homogeneity in law reviews from lower-ranked schools, the predictive power of scholarly impact by school ranking itself depends on each school’s ranking. Law reviews from top-ranked schools have high variability in impact factor but are quite stable in IF-based ranking, while law reviews from lower-ranked schools show the opposite trend. The optimal decision strategy for choosing where to publish ultimately depends on what a law professor aims to maximize (her prestige or her impact in the discipline) and how risk averse she is: Conditional on wanting impact, more risk-averse scholars should look at school ranking, and more risk-seeking scholars should look at impact factor. We expect these levels of risk aversion to vary pre- and post-tenure.

Our results also have broader implications. First, they can inform current and future law publication reform proposals. Law students can generally distinguish good scholarship, but authors are put in a suboptimal position when choosing among publication offers. Second, they are useful to law schools making hiring and promotion decisions, as they show that law schools are correct in using law review placement as a proxy for scholarship quality but only if they are alert to the significant limitations of doing so in terms of predictable systemic biases. Third, our results are informative for studying exposure bias in academic publications generally, as this article offers a unique case study where journal prestige can be measured independently of impact factor to better examine the relationship between them.

In fall 2022, six law schools withdrew from the U.S. News journal ranking. Our results seem to indicate that one should expect their journals’ reputation to follow, with a delay, each of these school’s informal reputation, as it increases or decreases after the decision. This impacts journal choice. If U.S. News continues to include these schools, their ranking is likely to become a less accurate proxy of journal IF and case citations to the extent that school reputation departs from ranking. Authors will have two options: either shift their proxy of journal quality to informal indices such as school reputation or use journal IF to choose among them. If they do the latter, and other schools follow through, legal academics may become closer to their counterparts at other departments in their journal choices.
Appendix 1: Ranking and Citations Data collection

We obtained IF values and case cites numbers by downloading them from the well-known ranking published on the Washington and Lee (W&L) University Law Library website.\(^8\) Briefly, a journal’s IF is calculated as the median of the number of citing articles in the Westlaw JLR database divided by the number of articles published by this journal over the past eight years.\(^8\) IF metrics also include self-citations. They measure the number of articles that cited an article regardless of the number of times they did so in the same article. The fact that the metric is based on the Westlaw JLR database means that many foreign citations are not included. Case citations are the number of times articles were cited in court case decisions since their publication. We recorded IF value and case cite numbers for every generalist journal published in the USA each year between 2004 and 2016. We excluded specialized journals to study a group of journals with comparable scopes.

Distribution of Impact Factor and Case Citations Over the Sample

This figure represents the distribution of impact factors and case citations in our sample. Each figure is an aggregate of the thirteen yearly values we collected for the 84 journals we focused on. On the left, panel a presents the distribution of Impact factors, and on the right, panel b presents the distribution of case citations.


81. Note that the Washington and Lee University Law Library uses a broad definition of “article” that includes student notes and book reviews. As a consequence, as stated on the website, IF is “biased against journals that publish a larger number of shorter articles, such as book reviews.” W&L Journal Rankings, Impact Factor, Wash. & Lee Sch. L., https://managementtools4.wlu.edu/LawJournals/Default5.aspx (last visited Nov. 15, 2022).
We based law school rankings on the U.S. News’ “Best Law Schools” ranking,\textsuperscript{82} which is widely considered the dominant ranking in law.\textsuperscript{83} U.S. News rankings are based on a weighted average of different measures. For law schools, these measures belong to four broad categories: quality assessment, selectivity, placement success and faculty resources, which account for 40%, 25%, 20%, and 15% of the final ranking score, respectively. Minor changes occurred over the years in how placement success is assessed and factored in the ranking. Although the exact algorithm to determine the U.S. News ranking is a trade secret, we were able to document and qualitatively assess these changes.

**Summary of Changes Over the Years in the U.S. News Algorithm:**

**Minor change implemented in 2006:** Employment rates at graduation and nine months after graduation have weights of four percent and fourteen percent, respectively, in the final prestige score (compared with six percent and twelve percent in the past).

**Major change implemented in 2008:** For the nine-month employment rate, twenty-five percent of those whose status is unknown are counted as employed. Those graduates who are unemployed and not seeking employment are counted as being unemployed, although they were excluded from past calculations.

**Major change implemented in 2009:** Reverts to how unemployment rates were calculated before 2008.

**Major change implemented in 2011:** Only those graduates who are working full- or part-time in a legal or nonlegal job are considered employed. In the past, graduates pursuing additional graduate school education were also counted as employed. Also, unemployed graduates who are not seeking employment are counted as part of the total number of graduates, although they were not in the past.

**Major change implemented in 2013:** As a result of the ABA requiring more detailed job placement information from law schools, placement success now considers the duration and the nature of the employment. Various weights are assigned to these data when factored in the algorithm, the highest weights being assigned to long-term full-time jobs requiring bar passage.

**Minor change implemented in 2015:** Law school-funded and university-funded jobs are discounted, and not fully weighted anymore in the calculation.

**Minor change implemented in 2016:** Employment status is measured ten months after graduation, in comparison with nine months in the past.


\textsuperscript{83} See infra note 41 and accompanying text.
We used the website “The Wayback Machine” from the Internet Archive\textsuperscript{84} to obtain historical data from the U.S. News website. For each year between 2006 and 2018, we recorded school ranking for every law school fully accredited by the American Bar Association.

Once we determined school ranking, flagship journal’s IF, and number of case citations per year, we matched flagship law reviews with their corresponding publishing school. Out of the 193 journal-school pairs, we retained only the eighty-four pairs for which all data were available—i.e., thirteen IF values, thirteen case cites values, and thirteen ranking values (one per year for the thirteen years covered). We dropped those schools that were missing data for different reasons, the most frequent ones being: recent merger or recent split (e.g., Mitchell Hamline was formed by the combining of William Mitchell College of Law and Hamline University School of Law, so Mitchell Hamline was missing data pre-merger while William Mitchell College of Law and Hamline University School of Law were missing data post-merger); or not being in the top 100 for the first five years (from 2006 to 2011, U.S. News published the rankings of only the top 100 schools). This last criterion allowed us to preserve the same sample size across years and to directly compare absolute ranking values in one year with the same value in another year. We recognize that this procedure biased sampling against low-ranking schools with high yearly variance, and in that respect our results can be deemed most representative of the one-third top-ranked schools. However, for the purpose of our study, one could argue that authors face a less consequential dilemma when choosing between two low-ranking and low-impact journals.

For each given year, we ranked law reviews from 1 to 84 based on their IF values, with the first rank being attributed to the journal with the highest IF value. We considered law reviews with the same IF as being tied and thus gave them the same rank. We also produced a yearly ranking of law reviews from 1 to 84 according to the law reviews’ case cites numbers (the journal with the highest number of case citations ranking first). Similarly, we re-ranked the schools for which complete data were available from 1 to 84 based on their position in the U.S. News ranking. All the analyses presented in the main text were run on rankings to allow for an intuitive interpretation of correlations: a correlation coefficient of 1 would mean that journals always have the same rank as their publishing school. Moreover, we used nonparametric rank tests, which are agnostic to data distribution. Therefore, our results hold equally for raw data as for rank data. This is illustrated in Appendix 3.

Note that each year the latest IF values and case citations published by W&L are officially designated by the previous year, whereas the latest rankings published by U.S. News are designated by the following year. Despite these different naming conventions, indexes published concomitantly are based on data from the same year. For example, in 2017, W&L published the “IF 2016” list and U.S. News published its “Ranking 2018,” but both used data from 2016. To account for this nominal discrepancy, we compare rankings based on

data from the same year and refer to them by publication year. For example, we compare the rankings published in 2017 based on data from 2016, which W&L calls 2016 and U.S. News calls 2018.

We conducted all statistical analyses in R version 3.4.1 RC. R Core Team.85 We used the graphical user interface RStudio version 1.0.153.86 We drew all illustrations using the package ggplot2.87


86. RStudio Team, _RStudio: integrated development environment for R_ [2015]. We drew all illustrations using the package ggplot2.

Appendix 2: Relationship Between School Ranking and Law Review Impact

A. Impact Factor Correlates with School Ranking

For each year, we perform a correlation test on the 84 journal-school pairs using Spearman’s rank-order correlation, which measures the strength and direction of the association between two variables. This method is commonly used for studying ordinal variables that do not follow a normal distribution, which is the case for our data. We obtain one value of Spearman’s correlation coefficient per year. Spearman’s correlation coefficient measures the strength and direction of the monotonic relationship between IF ranking and prestige ranking. A value higher than zero accounts for a positive correlation, a negative value for a negative correlation, and a value of zero for the absence of correlation.

We perform correlation tests, not regressions, because we focus on covariation; we refrain from implying any causal relationship between variations in one index and variations in the other, as only an experimental study would allow for such a conclusion.

Relationship Between Law Reviews’ IF and School Ranking

Qualitatively comparable results are obtained when calculating Pearson’s correlation coefficient. However, since our data do not follow a bivariate normal distribution, the distribution of Pearson’s coefficient may not be normal, and statistical significance cannot be determined, making Spearman’s more appropriate.
This figure illustrates the correlation between each journal’s IF ranking and its publishing school’s ranking. Dots account for mean IF rankings and mean school rankings of journal-school pairs over thirteen years (between 2005 and 2017). The vertical bars represent standard errors of mean IF rankings, while the horizontal bars represent standard errors of mean school rankings. The oblique line represents a quantile regression, for representation purposes only. Quantile regression, an extension of linear regression that is well suited for non-Gaussian variables, illustrates the linear relationship between prestige ranking and IF ranking through the estimation of the conditional median of IF ranking.

For the entire period of thirteen years, the correlation coefficient is positive and significantly different from zero. The mean school-IF correlation coefficient ± standard deviation was 0.82±0.01, with p-values < 0.001. This indicates a positive relationship between IF ranking and school ranking: As one would expect, top-ranked schools publish law reviews with a high IF.

We also investigated every pairwise correlation among IF ranking, case cites ranking, and prestige ranking, as well as among IF, case cites, and prestige ranking.
Correlations Between Law School Ranking, IF Ranking, IF, Case Cite Ranking, and Case Citations

The first row presents correlations among each journal’s IF ranking, case cites ranking and its publishing school’s ranking. The second row presents correlations among each journal’s IF, case citations and its publishing school’s ranking. Dots account for mean values of journal-school pairs over thirteen years. The vertical bars and horizontal bars represent standard errors of these values. Note that panel a is the same as the previous figure. Correlations between rankings (panels a, b, and c) are all positive and statistically significant (mean Spearman’s correlation coefficients ± standard deviations between: school ranking
and IF ranking: 0.82 ± 0.01; school ranking and case cites ranking: 0.66 ± 0.05; IF ranking and case cites ranking: 0.70 ± 0.04; all p-values < 0.001), meaning that top-ranked schools publish law reviews that rank among the first for IF and case citations.

Unsurprisingly, correlations between school rankings and impact indexes (panels d and e) are negative and statistically significant (mean Spearman’s correlation coefficients ± standard deviations between: school ranking and IF: -0.82 ± 0.01; school ranking and case cites ranking: -0.66 ± 0.05; all p-values < 0.001), meaning that top-ranked schools publish law reviews with higher IF and case citations. Finally, the correlation between IF and case citations was positive and statistically significant (mean Spearman’s correlation coefficient ± standard deviation: 0.70 ± 0.04; p-value < 0.001), meaning that law reviews with a high impact among scholars also have a high impact on courts.

Note that the absolute values of Spearman’s coefficients from correlations based on rankings are the same as the absolute values of Spearman’s coefficients from correlations based on raw impact indexes. This is because Spearman’s correlation test is itself a rank test assessing monotonic relationships between variables.

B. School Ranking Translates into Scholarly Impact Better Than into Court Impact

To test whether the correlation between school ranking and journal impact holds over time, we analyze the change in correlation strength among IF ranking, case cite ranking, and school ranking. As described above, we performed a correlation test on the journal-school pairs using Spearman’s rank-order correlation.

The strength of the correlation between IF ranking and school ranking varies slightly from year to year, with a maximum of 0.84 in 2012 and a minimum of 0.79 in 2016: In 2012, one could predict the impact that one’s article would have by looking at the school’s ranking slightly better than one could in 2016. Note that the correlation dropped in 2014 for school ranking and case citations (dashed line) and for IF and case citations (dotted line). This variation illustrates changes in IF independent from school ranking and from changes in school rankings, which did not affect the impact of published articles. Although this drop coincided with a major change in the U.S. News algorithm, it does not

89. Placement success accounts for twenty percent of the final ranking score, and the correlation strength drop starting in 2013 coincides with a major change in the way placement rate was calculated. The U.S. News ranking is based on a weighted average of measures of quality. Although the weights themselves changed only once, slightly, in 2006, the way that placement success is considered has evolved substantially over the years. As a result of a long-standing controversy over the veracity of some schools’ placement data, the American Bar Association required more detailed job placement data from schools. This more granular data were factored into the U.S. News ranking algorithm for the first time in 2013 and still are. Sam Flanigan & Robert Morse, Methodology: 2015 Best Law School Rankings, U.S. News (March 10, 2014), https://www.usnews.com/education/best-graduate-schools/top-law-schools/articles/2014/03/10/methodology-2015-best-law-schools-rankings%20. As we expect U.S. News to change its algorithm in the future, variation of a larger magnitude in the correlation between IF ranking and school ranking is to be expected.
correspond to a dip in the solid line (school-IF correlation); therefore, the
effect was likely driven by an anomaly in court citations—not by a change in
school ranking.

Mean correlation coefficients ± standard deviations are 0.66 ± 0.05 for cor-
relations between a school’s ranking and its law review’s case citations, and
0.70 ± 0.04 between law review IF and case citations, all with p-values < 0.001:
Top-ranked schools publish law reviews with higher scholarly impact and higher
impact on courts, on average.

C. Outliers Are Unexpected

To identify outliers, we calculated the difference between journal rankings
based on IF or on case citations, and the ranking of their publishing schools.
We defined outliers as the law reviews for which the ranking difference is away
from the average difference by two standard deviations. Such a difference is
expected to follow a normal distribution every year, which means that the
outliers fall in the 5% most extreme values in our dataset.
Appendix 3: Variable Predictability

A. School Ranking Is More Predictable Than Law Review Impact

We test whether one can reliably predict future IF, case citations, and school ranking based on the current values of these indexes. We calculate their temporal autocorrelation over ten years.

The temporal autocorrelation estimates the relationship between successive values (i.e., lags) of the same variable. We chose a maximum lag of ten years to have a minimum of three observations for each time lag. By time lag, we mean the first and last year of any given period of time.

Autocorrelation strength is indicative of past data reliability, while differences in interannual change of autocorrelation strength mean differences in the predictive power of impact and school ranking. Autocorrelation coefficients are bound between zero and one: The more predictable a variable is over any given time lag, the higher its autocorrelation coefficient is for this lag. The figure below illustrates the results of such temporal autocorrelations.
We find that autocorrelation coefficients are high (consistently above 0.6), although they decrease with time. This result indicates that all three indexes are somewhat predictable for time lags of up to ten years and that prediction accuracy is better for small time lags. This decrease in predictability over time is hardly surprising, as it is a common feature of the vast majority of noncyclic autocorrelated phenomena.

School ranking autocorrelation coefficients remain high over the whole period. They stabilize around 0.9 and are the highest of the three indexes after a five-year lag. IF autocorrelation coefficients are the highest at the beginning, but they decrease steadily with time and, after a five-year lag, they become lower than the autocorrelation coefficient for school ranking. It is the only one of the three that continues to decrease over time. Case cites autocorrelation coefficients are the lowest; they decrease sharply over a two- to three-year lag and tend to stabilize around a 0.7 value for larger lags. Over periods shorter than five years, both IF and school ranking are highly predictable.

**B. School Ranking Is an Acceptable Predictor of Future Impact**

We then test whether current school ranking indicates future scholarly impact and future impact on courts. We calculate the temporal cross-correlation between school ranking and IF and case citations over ten years. Cross-correlations estimate the relationship between one variable and successive values (i.e., lags) of another variable. We also chose a maximum lag of ten years to have a minimum of three observations for each time lag. Cross-correlation coefficients are bound between zero and one: The more predictable a variable is over any given time lag knowing school ranking, the higher the cross-correlation coefficient for this lag is. The figure below illustrates the results of such temporal cross-correlations.
Cross-Correlation Plot of School Ranking with Impact Factor and Case Citations

We find that cross-correlation coefficients behave differently for IF than for case citations. Cross-correlation coefficients for IF are consistently higher than for case citations (over 0.7 for lags shorter than seven years), although they decrease steadily over time. Cross-correlation coefficients or case citations remain stable at around 0.55.

These results indicate that school ranking is a good predictor of future IF but not a good predictor of future case citations.

Unsurprisingly, we find that cross-correlation coefficients were never higher than the corresponding autocorrelation coefficient. In other words, past IF and past case citations are better predictors of future IF and future case citations, respectively, than is past school ranking.

C. Top Law Reviews Vary More in Impact but Less in Impact-Based Ranking

We explore the differences in IF variation and IF ranking variation between law reviews depending on the ranking of their publishing schools. We perform
two correlation tests on the 84 journal-school pairs using Spearman’s rank-order correlation: one to test for a correlation between school ranking and IF standard deviation, and one to test for a correlation between school ranking and IF ranking standard deviation.

The figure below illustrates these two correlations. Each point represents a journal-school pair and each oblique line represents a quantile regression. Dark blue and light blue account for data including IF ranking standard deviation and data including IF standard deviation, respectively. Both correlations were statistically significant (with p-values < 0.001). While we did not include case citations in this analysis because of the unpredictability of this index, as highlighted over the past two sections, we computed the correlations and obtained qualitatively similar results. Note that a lower ranking value means a higher school rank or a higher IF.

Variation of IF and IF Ranking as a Function of Publishing School’s Ranking

As this figure shows, the predictability of these two measures is different: IF standard deviation is higher for law reviews published by top-ranked schools,
while IF ranking standard deviation is higher for law reviews published by lower-ranked schools.

We also explore the differences in case cites variation and case cites ranking variation among law reviews depending on the ranking of their publishing schools.

![Variation in Impact on Courts as a Function of Publishing School’s Ranking](image)

**Variation in Impact on Courts as a Function of Publishing School’s Ranking**

This figure illustrates two correlations: the correlation between school ranking and case cites standard deviation, and the correlation between school ranking and case cites ranking standard deviation. Each point represents a journal-school pair, and each oblique line represents a quantile regression, for representation purposes only. Dark blue and light blue account for data including case cites ranking standard deviation and data including case cites standard deviation respectively. Both correlations were statistically significant (with p-values < 0.001). As observed for IF, the correlation signs were different: Case cites standard deviation was higher for law reviews published by prestigious schools, while case cites ranking standard deviation was higher for law reviews published by less prestigious schools.